Module 2

Fostering Community Involvement
Strategy 1:

Identify places I already go to and people that I already know there. How can I deepen these relationships?

examples:

The Mall
The Library
Church
Strategy 2:

Identify places in the community where I might find people that share my interests?

Example Interest: Cars

Places I might find others who share this interest:

- Auto Repair Shop
- Gas Station
- Car Wash
Strategy 3:

Develop a personal plan to increase your community involvement and relationships.
The Feather or the Rock?

FEATHER vs. ROCK
The Feather or the Rock?

Little Impact  Big Impact
The Feather or the Rock?

You make a new friend

Little Impact

Big Impact
The Feather or the Rock?

You win the lottery

Little Impact  Big Impact
The Feather or the Rock?

Your plans to hang out with a friend get canceled

Little Impact

Big Impact
The Feather or the Rock?

Your car breaks down

Little Impact  Big Impact
The Feather or the Rock?

You decide to buy new shoes

Little Impact  Big Impact
The Feather or the Rock?

Your family decides to move to a new state

Little Impact

Big Impact
The Feather or the Rock?

The cafeteria you eat in is serving pizza instead of tacos

Little Impact

Big Impact
My Ideal Job

PEOPLE WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES WORK